Firstly, let’s recollect which cases and types of discrimination across the
participant countries were mentioned the most and were labelled as the most
serious during our project:
Type of discrimination

Where/how it happens?

E.g. discrimination
against LGBT
community

Open discrimination in
public life, schools, etc. No
gay marriages are allowed…

Which countries
are the worst?
Lithuania, …

Secondly, let’s think about the good practices that are/were present in your
countries or elsewhere in order to reduce the above mentioned types/cases of
discrimination or were used to improve the level of tolerance in general:






What kind of
good practice?
E.g. educational
videos for LGBT
rights involving
kids

How it helped?
It has shown them that
same-sex partnerships
are just as normal...

Where it
happened?
U.S.A., ...

How
effective?
Reached a
lot of
audiences.

Lastly, we should think about whether something new could be done in your
countries or elsewhere in order to further reduce the persisting discrimination
and intolerance towards minorities. Based on your previous experiences,
before seen good practices and things learned during this exchange, please
think of a strategy/solution or certain action/campaign that could help to
turn discrimination into tolerance. Be creative and put some effort!



1.
2.
3.
4.

It would regard which minority group/community?
What kind of action/campaign/activity it would be?
How it would help to reduce the persisting problem?
Would there be any follow up actions/campaigns? If so, what kind

5.
6.

In which countries would it be the most relevant/effective?
How effective overall, do you think, it would be (e.g. would go viral)?

of?
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Type of discrimination

Where/how it happens?

Discrimination against LGBT community

Hate speech & hate crimes; no LGBT
rights protection laws; lack of
recognition of same-sex
partnerships and marriages.
In the labour market (salary
inequality, maternity/paternity
leaves, applying for jobs, sexual
harassment); family (traditional
gender roles), domestic violence.
Labour market (less chances to be
employed), discrimination in
schools/universities, hate speech &
crimes in public; lack of integration,
exclusion from social life
Labour market; lack of disabled
friendly infrastructure in public
buildings/places/transport; isolation
from the society
Labour market (no jobs for too
young/old);
No jobs prior to military.
Lack of protection of religious
minorities’ rights;
Disregard of minority religions;
Exclusion from certain public
jobs/life;
Muslims are depicted as fanatics.

Gender discrimination

Discrimination on the basis of ethnicity/race

Discrimination against people with
disabilities

Discrimination on the basis of age

Religious discrimination
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Which countries are the
worst?
Lithuania, Turkey, Romania

All the project countries

Romania, Turkey, Italy,
Lithuania

All the project countries

Spain, Croatia, Italy, Spain
Turkey
Croatia
Lithuania, Italy
Turkey
Spain, Italy, Romania

What kind of good practice?

How it helped?

Where did it take
place?
All the participant
countries;
Spain + Italy
Romania

How
effective?
Effective

Gay prides;
Pride weeks

It gives the necessary visibility to the LGBT
community

Summer camps for Roma
community

Free education for kids, while inclusion of
parents allowed them to realise the
importance of education
Reduces stereotypes

Croatia

Very effective

More women in politics
Immersive, first-hand experience - raises
awareness, makes one feel oneself in
other’s shoes

Spain
Turkey, Germany

Partly effective
Effective

Italy, Spain,
Romania
Turkey

Ambiguous

Reunion of representatives of
different religions

Offers women an opportunity for bigger
representation and visibility in public
It shows that there are no conflicts/big
differences

Representation of Roma in
parliament
Campaigns against
discriminating Roma people
Movies about certain
minority/discrimination
Some jobs are reserved to
disabled
School supplies for Roma
children

It gives the community a voice in the
legislation process
These have shown that intolerance mostly
starts in the families
It raises awareness, makes people realise
there are problems
Helped to somewhat integrate the
disabled into the society
Increased school attendance in the
community

Romania

Contributes to
unity effective
Effective

Romania

Partly effective

U.S.A., other...
Italy

Reaches a
wide audience
Partly effective

Romania

Effective

Multi-cultural classes in
schools
Parity government
Interactive museums (e.g.
Dialogue in the Dark – feel like
a blind person as everything is
in absolute dark)
Quotas for women
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Effective

4

5

6

7

